Simplified PRBMs of spatial compliant multi-beam modules for planar motion
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Abstract. PRBMs (pseudo-rigid-body models) have been becoming important engineering technologies/methods in the field of compliant mechanisms to simplify the design and analysis through the use of the knowledge body of rigid-body mechanisms coupling with springs. This article addresses the PRBMs of spatial multi-beam modules for planar motion, which are composed of three or more symmetrical wire/slender beams parallel to each other where the planar twisting DOF (degree of freedom) is assumed to be very small for specific applications/loading conditions. Simplified PRBMs are firstly proposed through replacing each beam in spatial multi-beam module with a rigid-body link plus two identical spherical joints at its two ends. The characteristics factor, bending stiffness and twisting stiffness for the spherical joint are determined. Load-displacement equations are then derived for a class of spatial multi-beam modules and general spatial multi-beam modules using the virtual work principle and kinematic relationships. Finally, nonlinear FEA (finite element analysis) is employed with comparisons with the PRBMs. The present PRBMs have shown the ability to predict the primary nonlinear constraint characteristics such as load-stiffening effect, cross-axis coupling in the two primary translational directions and buckling load.

1 Introduction

A spatial multi-beam module is a spatial compliant mechanism/joint that has compatible size in three dimensions, which transmits motion/load through the deformation of its flexible members. This article studies a class of symmetrical-beam based spatial compliant parallel modules with distributed-compliance for planar motion (“spatial multi-beam module” in brief), which are composed of three or more parallel wire/slender beams connecting the base and the motion stage. Two primary applications for this class of spatial multi-beam modules are identified as follows:

a. The spatial multi-beam module may act as an independent motion stage actuated by the non-contact electromagnetic (EM) actuators (an example desktop-size XY compliant parallel manipulator is shown in Fig. 1). This motion stage has a very simple configuration and large out-of-plane stiffness, and has no the heat effect from the EM actuator due to the non-contact actuation. Due to the fact that the output motion stage acts as the input stage as well, no lost motion exists and fewer sensors are needed.

b. A spatial multi-beam module can also be used as the basic building block of new multi-axis compliant parallel manipulators, for example as a spatial leg to enhance the out-of-plane stiffness of an XY compliant parallel manipulator (Hao and Kong, 2012a), and as a passive PPR (P: prismatic joint, R: revolute joint) joint of an XYZ compliant parallel manipulator (Hao and Kong, 2012b) (Fig. 2).

In addition, the spatial multi-beam modules composed of wire/slender beams may promote the fabrication using the carbon nanotubes (CNTs). This may lead to novel CNT-based compliant mechanisms used in the emerging nano-electro-mechanical-systems (NEMS) (Howell et al., 2010; Culpepper et al., 2006).
Over the past decade, PRBMs (pseudo-rigid-body models) (Howell et al., 1996; Howell, 2001; Su, 2009; Ramirez and Lusk, 2011) have drawn plenty of attentions due to dramatically simplifying the design and analysis of compliant mechanisms using the knowledge body of rigid-body mechanisms with springs. In PRBM, the compliant beams are typically replaced with the pseudo-rigid-body link(s) coupling with one or more characteristic pivots with specified spring stiffness located at specified position(s). Most researches have been conducted for proposing PRBMs of planar-motion compliant mechanisms with planar-motion members such as the fixed-free beam, fixed-guided beam, parallelogram mechanism, cartwheel rotational joint and fixed-clamped carbon nanotubes (Howell et al., 1996, 2010; Howell, 2001; Su, 2009), which has resulted in very accurate approximation of load-displacement relationships. However, less work has been reported for PRBMs of spatial-motion compliant beams such as spatial-motion axisymmetric cantilever beams (Ramirez and Lusk, 2011).

This paper aims to propose a simplified PRBM of the spatial multi-beam module over a large range of motion (transverse bending deflection up to 10% of beam length) for the above two types of applications/loading conditions where the planar twisting DOF (degree of freedom) is constrained (very small) and only the two primary translations are left as the DOF. The present PRBM is envisaged to reflect the primary nonlinear constraint characteristics, which can detect the performance merits and shortcomings to enable the quick design synthesis.

The rest sections of this article are organized as follows. Section 2 derives the simplified PRBMs of spatial multi-beam modules. In Sect. 3, FEA results are illustrated to verify the PRBM of the spatial three-beam module. Some improvement suggestions are discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn.

## 2 Simplified PRBMs of spatial multi-beam modules

### 2.1 Simplified PRBM for a fixed-fixed beam in planar motion

The simplified PRBM of a fixed-fixed beam with a length of \( L \) in planar motion has been suggested by the previous work (Howell, 2001) where two rotational joints with each rotational spring stiffness \( K_s \) are each located the same distance from their respective end and the rigid-body link has a length of \( y L \). These arguments may provide a strong reference for the PRBM of the fixed-free beam in spatial motion in a straightforward way. The bending stiffness, \( K_{ff} = 2yK_bEI/L \) (\( K_b \), bending stiffness coefficient, \( E \), Young’s Modulus, and \( I \), second moment of cross-section area), and the characteristic factor, \( \gamma \), can be obtained from the analytical nonlinear model of a parallelogram flexure module composed of two fixed-fixed leaf beams (Awtar and Slocum, 2007) as derived below.

The virtual work principle (Howell, 2001) for the parallelogram flexure module yields

\[
F_y dY_s + P dX_s = \frac{\partial U}{\partial Y_s} dY_s
\]

where the variable \( Y_s \) is the generalized coordinate that is the primary transversal displacement of the motion stage center along the \( y \) axis. \( X_s = -[1 - \cos(Y_s/L)] y L = -\left(\frac{Y_s}{L}\right)^2 y L/2 \), which is the parasitic transversal displacement of the motion stage along the \( x \) axis (see Fig. 3 for the details). \( F_y \) and \( P \) are the transverse force and the axial force along the \( y \) and \( x \) axes, respectively, and \( U \) is the total elastic energy from the deformation contribution of four rotational joints, which is equal to \( 4 \times 0.5K_b\left(\frac{Y_s}{L}\right)^2 \). Here, \( \frac{Y_s}{L} \) is used to denote the rotational displacement, \( \theta_s \), of each rotational joint.

Differentiating Eq. (1) with respect to \( Y_s \) produces

\[
F_y - P d(\frac{Y_s}{L})^2 y L/2)/dY_s = \frac{d[4x + K_s(Y_s/L)^2]}{dY_s}
\]

\[
Y_s = \frac{F_y}{4K_b(y/L)^2 + P/y L}
\]

In addition, the closed-form analytical solution for the primary transversal displacement of the parallelogram flexure module is shown below (Awtar and Slocum, 2007):

\[
Y_s = \frac{F_y/(EI/L^2)}{2a + Pe/(EI/L^2)} L = \frac{F_y}{2a(EI/L^2) + Pe/L} = \frac{F_y}{24(EI/L^2) + 1.2P/L}
\]

Comparing Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), we can observe that

\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{l} 1/y = 1.2 \Rightarrow y = 0.833 \quad \left(1\gamma = 6\frac{EI}{L}\right) \Rightarrow K_b = 4.167EI/L \end{array} \right.
\]
A compact and decoupled XYZ compliant parallel manipulator composed of identical spatial four-beam modules: (a) 3-PPPR XYZ CPM, and (b) corresponding monolithic design to be fabricated from a cubic material by three orthogonal directions’ cutting.

Figure 2. A compact and decoupled XYZ compliant parallel manipulator composed of identical spatial four-beam modules: (a) 3-PPPR XYZ CPM, and (b) corresponding monolithic design to be fabricated from a cubic material by three orthogonal directions’ cutting.

It is noted that, during the above derivation, the characteristic factor, γ, is independent of the cross-section shape or the second moment of cross-section area, I. From Eq. (4), it can be observed the bending stiffness coefficient $K_b = 2.50$.

2.2 Simplified PRBMs for spatial multi-beam modules

The spatial deformation/motion of a fixed-fixed beam within a spatial three-beam module (Fig. 4) can be stimulated via the superposition principle using the results from the independent two planar bending motions (Sect. 2.1) along with the twisting motion. The spatial-motion beam can be accordingly equivalent to a rigid-body link with two identical spherical joints (Wang et al., 2008; Ramirez and Lusk, 2011). Similarly, each spherical joint is located each located the same distance from their respective end and the rigid-body link has a length of $\gamma L$ ($\gamma = 0.833$). For each spherical joint, the twisting stiffness $K_t$ can be simply derived as $K_t = 2GI_p/L = 4GI/L(I_p = 2I)$, and the bending stiffness $K_b$ about any bending axis is obtained as $K_b = 2\gamma K_0EI/L = 4.167EI/L$ based on the result derived in Sect. 2.1 (Eq. 4).

According to the virtual work principle and under the assumption of negligible bending rotation (which implies the twisting rotation is very small), we obtain the following expression for the spatial three-beam module (Fig. 4):

$$F_y dY_s + F_z dZ_s + P dX_s + M_x d\theta_{sx} = \frac{\partial U}{\partial Y_s} dY_s + \frac{\partial U}{\partial Z_s} dZ_s + \frac{\partial U}{\partial \theta_{sx}} d\theta_{sx}$$

where the variables $Y_s$, $Z_s$, and $\theta_{sx}$ are the generalized coordinates along the $y$, $z$, and $x$ axes, respectively, which are the primary motion displacements of the motion stage center, $O'$, with regard to the fixed coordinate system O-XYZ. $X_s$ is the parasitic translation along the $x$ axis. $F_y$, $F_z$, and $P$ are the two transverse forces and the axial force along the $y$, $z$, and $x$ axes, respectively, and $M_x$ is the twisting moment about the $x$ axis. $U$ is the total elastic energy.

As shown in Fig. 4, there are six spherical joints for the spatial three-beam module in its PRBM embodiment. Based on the small range of motion assumption and superposition principle, we have

$$U = 6 \times \frac{1}{2} K_b \left( \frac{Y_s}{\gamma L} \right)^2 + 6 \times \frac{1}{2} K_b \left( \frac{Z_s}{1 - (Y_s/\gamma L)^2} \gamma L \right)^2$$

$$X_s = - \left[ 1 - \cos \left( \frac{Y_s}{\gamma L} \right) \right] \gamma L - \left[ 1 - \cos \left( \frac{Z_s}{\gamma L} \right) \right] \gamma L$$

$$= - \left[ 1 - \cos \left( \frac{Z_s}{\gamma L} \right) \right] \gamma L = - \left( \frac{Y_s}{\gamma L} \right)^2 \gamma L / 2$$

$$= - \left( \frac{Z_s}{\gamma L} \right)^2 \gamma L / 2 - \left( \frac{R_3 \theta_{sx}}{\gamma L} \right)^2 \gamma L / 2$$

$$= \left( \frac{Z_s}{\gamma L} \right)^2 \gamma L / 2 - \left( \frac{R_3 \theta_{sx}}{\gamma L} \right)^2 \gamma L / 2$$

$$= \left( \frac{Z_s}{\gamma L} \right)^2 \gamma L / 2 - \left( \frac{R_3 \theta_{sx}}{\gamma L} \right)^2 \gamma L / 2$$

$$(\gamma L)^2 / 2 - (\frac{R_3 \theta_{sx}}{\gamma L})^2 \gamma L / 2$$
Spatial three-beam module and the corresponding PRBM.

Kinematic schematic diagram of twisting rotation about the y axis of the spatial three-beam module.

where the kinematic relationships used for bending and twisting are shown in Figs. 3 and 5. Moreover, the bending in the XOY plane is assumed to be the first rotation about the z axis, and that in the XOZ plane is assumed to be the second rotation about the y axis. Therefore, \( \gamma_x \) and \( \gamma_y \) are used herein to denote the rotational angles about the y and z axes, respectively, in order to capture the tiny cross-axis coupling in the two primary translational directions.

Substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (5), we obtain

\[
F_y = \frac{Y_s}{(y_L)^2} \gamma_L/2 \right] \frac{d\left[3K_b\left(\frac{Y_s}{y_L}\right)^2\right]}{dY_s} = \frac{6K_bY_s}{(y_L)^2} + \frac{6K_bY_s}{(y_L)^2} \frac{Z^2_s}{(y_L)^2} \left[1 - (Y_s/y_L)^2/2\right] \approx \frac{6K_bY_s}{(y_L)^2} + \frac{6K_bY_s}{(y_L)^2} \frac{Z^2_s}{(y_L)^2}
\]

The dominant kinematic effect component of the bending angle (about the y/z axis) can be then derived using the following purely kinematic relationships between the motion stage center and the tip (mobile end) of the i-th beam (i = 1, 2 and 3) (Hao et al., 2011):

\[
\theta_{sx} = \frac{M_s}{1.5K_v + 6K_vR_i^2/(y_L)^2 + PR_i^2/(y_L)}
\]
Substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (21), and then substituting $Z_1$, $Z_2$, and $Z_3$ into Eqs. (14), (15), and (16) we can obtain the two bending rotations about the $y$ and $z$ axes with eliminating the motion stage center displacement, $X_i$, along the $x$ axis as:

$$\theta_{sy} = \frac{(X_1 + X_3) - 2X_2}{3R_3}$$

$$\theta_{sz} = \frac{X_3 - X_1}{\sqrt{3}R_3}$$

Substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (21), and then substituting Eqs. (14)–(19) to the result, we have

$$\theta_{sy} = \frac{\theta_{sx}Y_s}{(\gamma L)}$$

Similarly, substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (22), and then substituting Eqs. (14), (16), (17) and (19) to the result, we have

$$\theta_{sz} = \frac{\theta_{sx}Z_s}{(\gamma L)}$$

Analogously, the PRBMs of a class of spatial multi-beam modules that all the beams thereof are uniformly spaced around a circle with a radius of $R_n$ ($n \geq 3$ and is even for $n \neq 3$) can be derived as following:

$$Y_s = \frac{F_y}{2nK_o[1 + Z_s^2/(\gamma L)^2]/(\gamma L)^2 + P/(\gamma L)}$$

$$Z_s = \frac{F_z}{2nK_o[1 + Y_s^2/(\gamma L)^2]/(\gamma L)^2 + P/(\gamma L)}$$

$$\theta_{sx} = \frac{M_s}{nK_o/2 + 2nK_oR_n^2/(\gamma L)^2 + PR_n^2/(\gamma L)}$$

$$X_s = -\left(\frac{Y_s}{\gamma L}\right)^2\gamma L/2 - \left(\frac{Z_s}{\gamma L}\right)^2\gamma L/2 - \left(\frac{R_n\theta_{sx}}{\gamma L}\right)^2\gamma L/2$$

$$\theta_{sy} = \frac{\theta_{sx}Y_s}{(\gamma L)}$$

$$\theta_{sz} = \frac{\theta_{sx}Z_s}{(\gamma L)}$$

where the loading and displacements are defined in a similar way as mentioned above. The axial force in the denominator terms of Eqs. (25), (26) and (27) causes the load-stiffening effect. When the primary translation stiffness and the twisting stiffness are zero, two values of the axial force $P$ are obtained. The minimal absolute value of the axis force is the buckling load, which is equal to $10nEI/L^2$. In addition, the cross-axis coupling is captured for the two primary translational directions.

Note that Eq. (27) can still be used to estimate the large twisting rotation under the action of the dominant twisting moment only although the twisting rotation is assumed to be very small during the above derivation.

When translational displacements and length parameters are normalized by the beam length $L$, forces by $EI/L^2$, moments by $EI/L$, and all normalized results are denoted by their lower-case letters, Eqs. (25)–(30) can be re-written as

$$\begin{align*}
Y_s & \approx \frac{F_y}{12n(1+1.44\gamma^2/\gamma L^2)+1.2P} \\
Z_s & \approx \frac{F_z}{12n(1+1.44\gamma^2/\gamma L^2)+1.2P} \\
\theta_{sx} & \approx \frac{n2G/E+12\gamma^2+2\gamma^2/\gamma L^2}{12n(1+1.44\gamma^2/\gamma L^2)+1.2P} \\
\theta_{sy} & \approx -0.6(y_s^2 + z_s^2 + r_n^2\theta_{sx}^2) \\
\theta_{sz} & = 1.2\theta_{sx}y_s \\
\theta_{sz} & = 1.2\theta_{sx}z_s
\end{align*}$$

Comparing Eq. (30) with the previously reported analytical work (Hao et al., 2011), we can see that the present PRBMs are well coincident with the dominant terms of the associated nonlinear analytical results.

For a spatial multi-beam module as applied in Figs. 1 and 2, its twisting rotation can be negligible. Equations (25), (26) and (28) are therefore capable of determining the three translational displacements for a general spatial module with total $n$ beams no matter how these beams are distributed.

### 3 FEA result comparisons

In order to verify the accuracy of the present PRBMs of spatial multi-beams, an example spatial three-beam module (Fig. 4) is analyzed using nonlinear FEA software (Comsol). The spatial three-beam module is taken to be made from a standard aluminium alloy for which Young’s modulus, $E$, is 69 000 N mm$^{-2}$ and Poisson’s ratio, $\nu$, is 0.33. The beam has round cross-section with a diameter of $D = 4$ mm. The other geometrical parameters are set as $R_3 = 30$ mm and $L = 50$ mm.
FEA results with comparisons with the PRBM results for the spatial three-beam module are shown in Figs. 6–11. It is shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8 that the translational displacements, including the primary motion and parasitic motion, obtained from the FEA have a good agreement with those obtained from the PRBM. The maximal differences in percentage (FEA results as the denominator) in Figs. 6, 7, 8 are 2.18 %, 0.40 % and 0.43 %, respectively.

The FEA results and the PRBM results both capture the cross-axis coupling effect in the two primary translational directions with an acceptable difference (Fig. 9), which describes that the cross-axis force slightly increases the primary translational stiffness. The maximal cross-axis coupling error from the FEA is of 0.83 %, and that from the PRBM is 1.24 %, which suggests that the cross-axis coupling in two primary translational directions can be ignored.

Figure 10 shows that the twisting angle about the X-axis obtained from the FEA results is within 10 µrad (most probably from the inaccuracy of the FEA results) compared with the zero value obtained from the PRBM results when only pure forces are exerted on the motion stage center.

In addition, the FEA results capture the bending rotation, $\theta_{sz}$, under the dominant force, $F_y$, with the value less than 1.5 mrad (Fig. 11), which is not obtained by the PRBM results (Eq. 30). From the analytical results in Hao et al. (2011), the bending rotation effect can be smaller when $R_3$ increases and/or $D$ decreases. The dominant kinematic effect component of the bending angle ($\theta_{sz}$) caused by the non-dominant coupled loads ($M_x$ and $F_z$) (Eq. 30) has been roughly verified by a prototyped spatial three-beam module in Hao et al. (2011).
4 Discussions

As shown in PRBMs proposed in this paper and/or Figs. 6 and 11, the purely elastic effect of the axis force along the $x$ axis and the parasitic bending rotation caused by the dominant force (or moment) are lost, which is the main shortcoming of the PRBMs. One alternative approach to overcome this issue is to use the PRBMs for determining the two primary translational motions and to use the analytical results in Hao et al. (2011) for capturing the other characteristics. The PRBMs of spatial multi-beam modules may be re-derived via using three spherical joints in each leg similar to the planar motion case reported in Su (2009).

In addition, the PRBM for a fixed-fixed beam in spatial motion can be modified via the use of the recently developed results to capture the coupling between the two bending directions in the presence of a torsional load (Sen and Awtar, 2013), and/or the kinematic and elastokinematic components of twisting angle in the presence of bending displacements (Hao et al., 2011; Sen and Awtar, 2013).

5 Conclusions

Simplified PRBMs have been presented in this paper to deal with the spatial multi-beam modules with planar motion for specific applications/loading conditions via replacing each beam with a rigid-body link plus two identical spherical joints. The characteristics factor, bending stiffness and twisting stiffness for the spherical joint have been determined. These presented load-displacement equations have been verified by nonlinear FEA software, which can be used to predict the nonlinear characteristics such as load-stiffening effect, cross-axis coupling in the two primary translational directions and buckling load.

It is noted that the PRBM proposed in this paper can be further improved to capture the additional nonlinear characteristics such as the purely elastic effect of axis force along the $x$ axis, and the bending rotation caused by the dominant load. The PRBMs for more generality with diverse loading conditions also deserve the future investigations.
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